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Air power not enough to win war
Dubai

T
he air campaigns 
waged by the US-led 
international 
alliance in Iraq and 
Syria and by the 
Saudi-led Arab 

alliance have failed to bring 
about a decisive victory as was 
the case in the air campaigns 
the world witnessed during the 
wars in Bosnia and the Gulf in 
the 1990s.

This is prompting defence 
strategists to question whether 
air power alone is capable of 
achieving decisive victories, or 
if the nature of war has reduced 
its role to ground support only?

Ever since World War I, air war 
strategists have advocated the 
notion of victory from the air. 
But facts prove otherwise, with 
the exception of the wars in 
Bosnia and Kosovo when an 
aggressive air campaign by 
NATO compelled the Serbs to 
surrender without a land 
invasion.

Even in the Kosovo war, many 
analysts say that it was the 
credible threat of use of ground 
forces by NATO accompanied by 
a successful air campaign that 
drove the Serbs to surrender.

Nevertheless, due to 
major breakthroughs 
in aviation technology 
and the development 
of standoff weapons, 
air forces worldwide 
gained more relevance 
and attention in the 
late 20th century 
onwards. Nearly half 
of defence budgets in 
most countries go to 

the air force.
So what about the wars in 

Iraq, Syria and Yemen?
Air raids on terrorist groups in 

Iraq and Syria are taking place 
without any threat of land 
invasion. The number of daily 
raids is too small to make a 
significant impact on the war 

against the Islamic State (ISIS) 
that stretches over one-third of 
Iraq and half of Syria.

Ground offensives in Syria are 
led by weak and divided Syrian 
rebel factions as well as demor-
alised Syrian regime forces, 
while in Iraq a sectarian-divided 
military backed by Shia militias 
have led scattered, and mostly 
failed, ground assaults against 
ISIS.

On the other side, the Syrian 
regime forces that are outnum-
bered by the rebel factions have 
had to rely on their Soviet-era 
air force to even the odds and 
avoid an all-out defeat.

The US-led air campaign 
managed to slightly degrade 
ISIS capabilities and slow the 
terrorist group’s expansion but 
could not defeat the group or 
even prevent it from launching 
surprise attacks on its oppo-
nents in Iraq and Syria and gain 
more territory, as in the case in 
May with the occupation of 
Ramadi and Palmyra.

Nevertheless, on some 
occasions when allied air power 
launched coordinated attacks 
with ground forces against ISIS, 
they scored major tactical gains, 
like recapturing of Tikrit in Iraq 
and repulsing an ISIS offensive 
on Kobani in Syria.

In Yemen, a few Arab air 
forces are waging daily attacks 
against Houthi militias allied 
with renegade Yemeni military 
forces loyal to the former 
president, Ali Abdullah Saleh. 
The Arab alliance is providing 
support to ground forces 
comprising resistance militias 
and Yemeni military units loyal 
to the current president, Abd 
Rabbo Mansour Hadi.

The Houthis and their allies 
vastly outnumber their oppo-
nents on the ground. However, 
they lack air power, which was 
neutralised by the alliance in 
the first week of fighting.

The Arab alliance has man-
aged to enable Hadi’s forces to 

regain momentum and capture 
a few stretches of territory in 
some provinces or at least hold 
ground in others. The air raids 
destroyed more than half of the 
Houthis’ arms depots and 
affected their communication 
and logistical capabilities.

Still, the Houthis proved capa-
ble of launching cross-border 
attacks on Saudi forces, even 
though they were largely 
unsuccessful. The Houthis even 
managed to fire a Scud on Saudi 
Arabia, although the missile 
was shot down by Saudi anti-
ballistic missiles.

The Arab alliance has failed to 
mobilise a large ground force to 
act as a credible threat to the 
Houthis to compel them to 
surrender. But the Arab air 
campaign has foiled the Houthi 
attempt to take over the coun-
try, and revived as well as 
emboldened armed resistance 
led by Hadi.

Steady airdrops by the allies 
to Hadi forces have sustained 
supplies while at the same time 
the allies attempted to impose 
an air, land and sea embargo on 
the Hou- this to prevent the 

flow of arms 
to them. 

But there 
have 

been reports of Iran managing 
to break the arms embargo with 
the help of Eritrean smugglers.

It should be noted that there 
is an important difference 
between the Kosovo war and 
the current wars against ISIS 
and the Houthis, which is in the 
nature of the opponent. In the 
former the opponent was the 
government of Serbia — a state. 
While in the latter, the oppo-
nents are non-state actors 
posing as a government.

When the opponent is a 
legitimate government, public 
opinion and concerns about 
national interests matter, but 
when the opponent is a non-
state actor the survival of the 
group and its ideology and 
interests are what matter, 
regardless of public opinion and 
national interests.

Hence, air campaigns against 
ISIS and the Houthis can only 
work if accompanied with 
credible ground offensives — if 
diplomatic efforts fail to 
produce results in the Yemeni 
case.

Air power is vital to achieve 
victory, but is not enough alone.
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Air campaigns can only 
work if accompanied 
with credible ground 
offensives

F/A-18 fighter jets take off for mission in Iraq from the flight deck 
of the US Navy carrier USS George H.W. Bush.

T
he Indian-American 
philosopher Jiddu 
Krishnamurti wrote, 
“To understand any 
problem, you must 
give your full attention 

to it and you cannot give your full 
attention to it if you are seeking a 
solution.”

Since the signing of the Oslo 
Accords in 1991, tremendous 
energy has been devoted to 
seeking a solution to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict — most 
recently, the predictably unsuc-
cessful mediation effort by US 
Secretary of State John Kerry.

After 24 years of trying to find a 
solution, perhaps it is time to 
follow Krishnamurti’s advice and 
devote our attention to the 
problem.

Ask a range of people to define 
the Israeli-Palestinian problem 
and you will get a range of 
answers:

“The Arabs’ refusal to 
recognise a Jewish state.”

“Israeli colonisation of 
occupied territories.”

“Arab anti-Semitism.”
“Creeping Israeli apart-

heid.”
“Islamic extremism.”
“The Jewish lobby in the 

United States.”
None of these is the problem. 

They are reflections of the 
problem. But just as a tree’s 
reflection in a pond is not the tree, 
these reflections of the problem 
are not the problem.

So what is the problem? Let’s 

start by looking at where the 
problem exists and who is affected 
by it. The Problem Area (a more 
neutral term than “historic 
Palestine” or “Eretz Israel”) is the 
land bounded by the Jordan river 
in the east, the Mediterranean in 
the west, the Lebanese and Syrian 
borders in the north and the 
Egyptian border in the south.

According to the CIA’s The World 
Factbook, inside the Problem Area 
live approximately 12.3 million 
people. Of these, 6.1 million are 
Jewish citizens of Israel; 1.7 
million are Palestinian citizens of 
Israel (Muslim and Christian by 
religion); 4.1 million are Palestin-
ians (Muslim and Christian) who 
are not citizens of any recognised 
state; another 400,000 or so are 
neither Israelis nor Palestinians, 
and live mostly in Israel (non-
Palestinian Christians, African 
immigrants, migrant workers, 
etc.).

The problem is: How can the 
12.3 million people who live in the 
Problem Area structure their 
political, economic, religious and 
social relationship in a manner 
that allows them to live in peace 
with each other in a context of 
justice for all?

Any proposed solution to the 
problem must resolve this 
question. If it doesn’t, it’s not a 
solution. (I am ruling out as a 
possible solution the removal or 
transfer of any of the 12.3 million 
people who live in the Problem 
Area.)

Moreover, any solution with a 

chance of resolving the problem 
must be based on certain guiding 
principles:

Do all 12.3 million people in the 
Problem Area deserve equal 
human, civil and political rights?

Do all 12.3 million people in the 
Problem Area deserve equal rights 
to safety and security?

Do all 12.3 million people in the 
Problem Area deserve an equal 
right to participate in providing 
for security within the area?

Do all 12.3 million people the 
Problem Area deserve equal 
economic rights, including rights 
to land and property and equal 
access to resources such as water?

Do all religious groups in the 
Problem Area deserve freedom of 
worship, including free access to 
and management of holy sites 
(many of which are sacred to all 
three of the major religions 
represented in the Problem Area)?

Do those living outside the 
Problem Area but who have 
emotional and historic ties to it (in 
particular, diaspora Jews and 
Palestinian refugees) deserve 
equal rights to immigrate into the 
Problem Area? If not, should 
restrictions on immigration be 
imposed fairly and equally?

Anyone who answers “yes” to 
these questions is ready to 
contribute to formulating a 
solution. Anyone who answers 
“no” to any of these questions 
must explain and justify why one 
group of people in the Problem 
Area deserves preferential rights.

For example, why would one 

group — based on its national or 
religious identity — deserve 
preferential rights to build homes 
on any piece of land in the 
Problem Area? Or why would 
another group deserve the right to 
impose its religious practices on 
everyone who lives in the Problem 
Area? And why would one group 
— again, based on national or 
religious identity — enjoy prefer-
ential rights to immigrate into the 
Problem Area?

The Rubik’s cube of Israeli-Pal-
estinian peace will never be 
solved unless these fundamental 
questions and the principles they 
are based on are addressed — cer-
tainly by the 12.3 million people 
who live in the Problem Area but 
also by those outside of the Area 
who have an interest in a lasting 
solution. Only then will we be able 
to find a solution.

A number of possible solutions 
— two sovereign states, one state, 
a bi-national confederation — 
could be compatible with a “yes” 
answer to the above questions. 
But trying to concoct a solution 
without thoroughly assessing the 
problem has been a proven failure; 
to continue to do so will only 
validate Albert Einstein’s defini-
tion of insanity: “doing the same 
thing over and over again and 
expecting different results”.
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